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FEATURED THIS WEEK: VOCAL JAZZ, WELLNESS CENTER, MITIGATIONS AT CHURCH, AND QUESTION
OF THE WEEK

_________________________________________________________

H-LP Vocal Jazz
By Brooke Nicks
What is vocal jazz you may wonder; well let me tell you. Vocal jazz
is a singing version of jazz, usually people use back up bands, but the
H-LP vocal jazz group usually sings acapella. Acapella means they have
no accompaniment. The vocal jazz group practices at least two times a
week, and more when they can fit practices in. They go to state festivals
and contests. At these contests, they have to sing scat, which means
syllables. They also have to be able to demonstrate that they can
improvise, and sing at least one song that is traditionally jazz/swing.
To get into vocal jazz you have to learn a song and then a judge from
outside of the school comes in and listens to everyone individually sing
and chooses who gets in. As of right now, they let twelve people into
vocal jazz. This year these twelve people include; Seniors: Easton
Brevik, Cole Ihnen, Kylee Keiner, Juniors: Natasha Bremer, Emma
Niswander, Kelly Luitjens, Sophomores: Carter Hibma, Jerry Dyhrkopp,
Freshman: Addison Hibma, Landon Greve, Chayce Forbes, and Travis
Luitjens. I asked a couple of the vocal jazz members what their favorite
part of vocal jazz is. Landon Greve said, “My favorite part is the
competitions.” Emma Niswander said, “The music is more challenging
than a normal choir and it helps me improve.” Natasha Bremer said, “I
enjoy singing and hearing the songs when they finally come together.”
Addison Hibma said, “I like hanging out with the vocal jazz group.”
Chayce Forbes said, “My favorites are the group of people, the songs,
and the teacher.” Kelly Luitjens said, “I like traveling to all of the
competitions.”
Since they travel and go to contests, the vocal jazz group has a
couple of upcoming events. On Tuesday, January 26th, they are headed
to ILCC in Estherville for a clinic. On February 8th, they are going to
IHSMA at Central Lyon. Normally they would participate in Shake the
Lakes, and go to USD, but those events have been cancelled because of
Covid. They are hoping to be able to go to the state contest down in Des
Moines, if they get selected. To get elected, they must submit an audition
video in February. Good luck to the vocal jazz group!

Harris Lake-Park Wellness Center
By Ruger Kelly
We all know an amazing place in Lake Park to go stretch and
workout. It's an amazing place to get your workout on or relax and do
some yoga. Whatever kind of exercise you do, the H-LP Wellness Center
is the place for you. I interviewed Mindy Gunderson to get the scoop on
the Wellness Center.
I asked Mindy how they came up with the idea for the Wellness
Center. She said, “We felt it was needed in our community. When we
first started building the new high school we were given a grant to help
pay for it and we raised funds privately to help complete the rest of the
project.”
“They offer many amazing services at the Wellness Center,” says
Mindy. The Wellness Center services include a great selection of cardio
equipment including treadmills and elliptical machines each with their
own individual TV unit. They offer a variety of free weights and benches
along with cable and assistive machines to help work your upper and
lower body. Mirrors have also been added to the facility to help with
your form and technique. The Wellness Center also offers an additional
exercise room called Fitness On Demand which allows everyone to take
advantage of fitness classes at the touch of a button! You can do yoga,
pilates, cardio, kickboxing, Latin dance, core, and any workout you can
imagine!
With all the amazing products and services available you would
expect the prices to be through the roof, but it is exactly the opposite. For
an individual it is $120 annually and for a family it’s $240 annually. For
college students it’s $50 annually. With all the great services and
products, why wouldn’t you get a membership!
The Wellness Center is open 24/7. For more details or to get a
membership you can come see Mindy at the high school. Mindy would
also like to send a huge thank you for all the support of the Wellness
Center.
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Athletes at H-LP

Back to Church
By Roman Nelson
COVID-19 has changed many
things in our lives. In some places
around the state, kids still can't go to
school. A lot of people can't go to
church. However, in Harris and
Lake Park, we still have a church
that we can go to.
The Harris Church continues
church sessions, however, there are
some changes to the church that you
need to follow. The first
requirement is masks. Masks have
become part of the culture these
days. The church provides masks
and some hand sanitizer to use if
you need some. Sunday school is
also currently going on with the
requirement of masks. The church,
however, does not provide breakfast
like they used to. Instead, they do
provide snack bags for the children.
The amount of people that go to
church has changed. Pastor
Emmanuel Naweli said, “Only
about 20% of the average number of
people come.” Activities at the
church stayed the same as before.
The church follows most of the
same rules the schools do. We are
lucky to live in small towns like
this. Other churches do things like
online church service.
The Harris-Lake Park
community can continue going to
church. Church plays a very
important role in our lives. If you
feel like it, you should pay your
church a visit. The church always
welcomes those who believe in
something.

Question of the
Week
By Jaedyn Olson
 We are all getting up early to

come to school and most like a
refreshing, energizing beverage
while waking up. So I asked
some of Harris-Lake Park’s high
school students what their
favorite breakfast beverage is.
Here is what they had to say.
Eli R. - smoothie
Rylie W. - smoothie
Jerry D. - pre workout
Taryn R. - coffee with creamer
Hana M. - orange juice
Morgan V. - orange juice
Javen B. - chocolate milk
Jayden S-Mendez. - apple juice
Nick S. - chocolate milk
Emma N. - Pipeline Punch
Nahlia I. - coffee
Zella I. - coffee
Ava R. - coffee
Natasha B. - milk
Haley C. - coffee
Wyatt L. - chocolate milk
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